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Implement and optimize use of tiered storage.

Visualize and refine relevant sets of data.

Crack dark data: locate files containing PII.

Act on data in an audited & defensible manner.

Execute records retention & disposition policies.

Facilitate a repeatable eDiscovery process.

React quickly & defensibly to litigation requests.

Adhere to compliance & governance regulations.

Features in IBM StoredIQ v7.6:
Identify duplicates: and de-dupe using actions such as ‘delete’.

Refine Information Sets using the data map visualization:  After filtering your data into an Information 
Set, you can further refine it using the data map view

Introducing StoredIQ and IBM Content Collector communication: Create a custom report that can be 
imported into IBM Content Collector that reflects data items that are encapsulated in the form of an 
Information Set.

Enhanced support for IBM data repositories: Greater support for IBM data repositories such as P8 and 
CM8, such as copying data into those repository from sources identified through StoredIQ

Act on your unstructured data: IBM StoredIQ supports actions such as ‘copy’, ‘move’, ‘delete’, ‘hold’ and 
‘retain’ to help you govern your data.

New reporting capabilities:  Run new reports such as the Term Hit Report, which gives you the ability to 
detect the occurrences of a legal term.
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